
EXCLUSIVE: THE ED SNOWDEN and the GENENE JONES ‘BABY KILLER’ 
CONNECTION
By Stephanie Sledge 

Honesty is the first chapter in the book of wisdom. ~ Thomas Jefferson

It appears that today’s age of injustice has extended it’s tentacles to declare war on the home front battlefield. 
This includes the demonization and dramatization of whistleblowers. As the daily political mayhem continues on, 
several of the so-called politicians that are supposed to be upholding the Oath, seem to be ridiculing and labeling 
the most recent NSA whistleblower, Edward Snowden for exposing the tyrannical government/military industrial 
spy-grid. Soon, the domestic NSA spying apparatus will occupy the largest federal building in the country. 

Ed Snowden allegedly leaked to the Guardian top-secret National Security Agency (NSA) documents that 
revealed the extent of the surveillance on American phone and internet communications. The revelation was that 
the NSA was secretly spying on Citizens and foreigners by monitoring phone and internet activities. It is probably 
filed in Janet Napolitano’s ‘if you see something, say something’ National Security Binky file. For our safety – you 
see. The bad guy terrorists are always coming and now, the NSA needs to listen in on your conversations and 
read your emails to make sure you are not communicating with these so-called bad guys. Snowden had been 
charged with espionage (under the 1917 Espionage Act) after Federal prosecutors filed a criminal complaint. 

Snowden efforts appear to expose the truth about the practice and employment of spies, which intends to entrap 
Citizens in a game of hide and seek. The spying operation appears to run deeper than the American People 
initially thought. Most of us have known and heard that the government was spying on Citizen's phone calls and 
internet activities for years, but Snowden professes, “it will cost him dearly” for whistleblowing the top-secret 
information. 

One controversial aspect of his story, which is under the microscope by nearly every independent investigative 
journalist, researcher, and reporter, is his extensive background in the operation itself. Snowden was reported to 
have been making approximately six figures at his current analyst position within the NSA. He was a former 
technical assistant for the CIA and defense contractor Booz Allen Hamilton and Dell. Some have labeled 
Snowden’s story the psyop within the psyop, while others call him a traitor to the Nation. 

But does this make Snowden a traitor or a hero to ‘We the People’ in these times of government/corporation 
corruption and exposure? Whistleblowers generally work within the corruption that they expose. What is different 
for Snowden? Are we so paranoid as a nation now after the recent shady storyline of the Boston Bombing and 
Sandy Hook shooting that we cannot accept that maybe someone that works within the system is actually sick 
and tired of having blood on their hands in the desecration of our great Republic – The United States of 
America? Shouldn't 'We the People' be more concerned about what he is exposing? Is the focus now taking a 
turn to derail the information about the leak. 

A country without whistleblowers would be a country of out of control criminals. Corruption without any 
accountability - a country where there is lawlessness without lawfulness. Who are the traitors? Snowden or the 
ones that are pointing the fingers - but yet, have the remaining fingers pointing back at them? Whistleblowers are 
now traitors? This line of thinking seems to be in correlation with the tyrannical government and elitist agenda to 
desecrate our rights. 

Yet, imagine where former nurse ‘Baby Killer’ Genene Jones would be today if it were not for 
whistleblowers, like Joyce Riley. She would probably still be victimizing babies and children 
as she gains a super-hero high off saving them from her own hand of injury. Genene Jones 
was labeled as a ‘top notch’ Licensed Vocational Nurse (LVN) that worked in the Pediatrics 
ICU unit at Bexar County Hospital (now The University Hospital of San Antonio) in the 80’s. 
She was convicted in 1984 for murdering 15-month old Chelsea McClellan by injecting her 
with a lethal dose of succinylcholine, which is a powerful muscle relaxant. Baby Chelsea was 
brought in for a routine check up and was given what her mother though to be a vaccination, 
and then died. An autopsy confirmed that injection given was the cause of her death. Jones 
was also found guilty of ‘injury to a child’ after she injected 4-week old Rolando Santos with a 
blood-thinning agent known as Heparin. She was sentenced to 99 years in prison. Santos is 

an adult now and still has the scar on his wrist where Genene Jones injected the deadly medicine to satisfy her 
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crave for attention. He is speaking out against her possible release in 2018. 

It is said she allegedly killed between 11-46 infants and children while she was a LVN on the unit. Unfounded to 
this day, but Joyce Riley, who began her career as a registered nurse after graduating from the University of 
Kansas, confirms that there may have been many more children that fell victim to Genene Jones. Riley moved to 
Kelly Air Force Base after joining the AF Reserve. She got a job at Bexar County Hospital. Her job was Patient 
Care Systems Analyst. She was essentially responsible for making sure Medicare/Medicaid standards were 
being met. Due to a vacationing employee, Riley visited the Pediatric ICU (PICU) to review charts for standard of 
care and regulations practice. While she was in the P-ICU, Riley began hearing rumors that babies were dying 
and a later internal investigation revealed that these babies were dying on the 3-11 shift. Genene Jones’s shift, 
that is…

Riley remembers thinking that she stumbled upon the “biggest murder histories, in San Antonio’s ugly 
background.” Not just the cover-up of the baby killer herself, but the medical cover-up that took place at the 
hospital, right along side the alleged murders. 

Genene’s motives were of a psychopathic super-hero syndrome. The official name of it is Münchausen by Proxy 
syndrome. She would inject babies with deadly medicines to bring the child to death – then, at the last minute, 
try to save them. Many bizarre things began to take place including weird notes found in the dead children’s 
charts, as well as bizarre behaviors displayed from Genene Jones. 

There were just too many babies dying and the hospital decided to launch an upper-level management 
investigation into the matter. A news release was issued by a community relations officer. They found insufficient 
evidence and Joyce Riley claims this is not consistent with what her findings were. 

Once Riley figured out (through the internal audit investigation) that Genene Jones was linked to the babies 
dying and suspect injuries on the 3-11 shift, she went to her director (Mr. White) and told him her findings. She 
was told, “You will be fired and sued if you ever say that again.” Riley was then transferred to a teaching position 
and would never see medical records in that hospital again. She was given a position where she thought she 
was being rewarded for her fine nursing and patient care abilities. Later, she came to the hard realization that 
she was actually silenced. The hospital wanted to get Riley as far away from the medical records as possible as 
it appears a medical administration and hospital cover-up was underway to suppress the truth about Genene 
Jones. 

Why the cover-up? It is known now that Genene Jones kept a ‘black-book’ that she recorded all the hospital 
mistakes as well as the ‘dirt’ on fellow co-workers. This included: who was sleeping with whom, and other 
extraordinary information that she was apparently using against anyone that may have had intentions of double-
crossing her at the time. Maybe the hospital staff was scared of the dirty laundry getting out? The hospital 
administrative staff eventually moved her away from patients when the top administrator for nursing, Virginia 
Mousseau, allegedly concocted a plan that they were going to revamp the unit and remove the LVM’s and 
continue with a RN staff only. Mousseau eventually left the hospital and started another clinic, which Genene 
Jones began working at and guess what… more babies dead. This eventually led to her arrest. It was only 
proven that she killed one baby and injured another. 

Whistleblowing generally comes after one discovers corruption of a grand magnitude as in the case of NSA 



leaker, Snowden – or, Joyce Riley in the case of Genene Jones. Riley endured and continues to endure to this 
day the demonization of her efforts to bring forth information of an alleged serial killer, while the establishment 
worked to threaten and ruin her. Whistleblowers take a beating on both sides of the fence whether it is exposing 
a deep spying operation against the American People, or a registered nurse who is exposing a serial 
killer/medical establishment cover up. 

I will note that Joyce Riley was only 27 at the time she was working at the same hospital as Genene Jones. She 
claims today that she could have done more. Joyce followed the procedures in-house and reported her findings 
only to find out no one had intentions of listening to her and had more intentions of covering up the crime. She 
was ridiculed and called crazy. She eventually left the Bexar County Hospital. She never went to law 
enforcement, which eventually became one of her biggest regrets. 

Riley says in a live radio show on The Power Hour , which airs on the GCN Network, 

“I feel the blood on my hands for not having done enough. I can’t even conceive that time in my life of 
going to law enforcement because I believed so much in the system – which, is why we have the events 
taking place whether its stealing all the money out of our treasury and giving it away – making it look like  
“oh, we are trying to help these people.” Or, whether its events happening in hospitals and I can tell 
you… I did over 1000 medical reviews with medical malpractice cases – 600 depositions. You know, if 
you are in court 600 times and they pin you to the wall – you better know what you are saying. You 
better do it right and yet online, there are all kinds of people saying I’m making all this up… you’ve got to  
be kidding me.”

One of the most interesting points to the story is that Joyce Riley finds absolutely no pride in telling her story. 
She took a beating, still continues to speak out against the crime, and never gives up. Why should we care about 
Snowden, his leak, and the demonization and war on the whistleblowers? It is because without whistleblowers, 
we cannot keep big business and government corruption in check. It should be a calling in this age of uncertainty 
for our country that doing the next right and honorable thing is all we can do from this point on. 

We are all probably guilty of doing things we are not proud of or working for someone, or having an association 
that is somehow involved in a cover-up of some sort. Keeping the silence will only harden the heart, strip the 
soul of honor, and possibly make you an accessory in the crime. Never stop whistleblowing in the name of the 
TRUTH… It is these people that the Nation needs to get behind and support. One will lead to two, which leads to 
four, which leads to eight, and on and on… 

Crazy? Who cares what the diagnosis of demonization will be. Telling the truth is an honorable act. In the case of 
Genene Jones, the revolutionary act of Joyce Riley is the saving of babies in the future that Jones possibly 
would have killed – all in the name of praise. We are not a nation of weak-minded individuals … we are a strong, 
loving, honest, and honorable nation of People who want to do the next right thing. We are red blooded - a 
Nation of truth seekers. FEAR of telling the truth only makes a person dishonorable, miserable, weak, cowardly, 
shameful, and vulnerable.  

Jones is eligible to be released from prison in 2018 after serving one-third of her sentence for good behavior. 
New laws have passed due to over-crowding of the prisons and inmates can be released after serving a partial 
sentence. Do we want Genene Jones back on the streets knowing she has been convicted of murdering one 
child and injuring another? What about the possibility of more blood on her hands for other children? Although 
unfounded at the time, could this change? Where is the accountability? We can only hope at this point that more 
powerful and fearless whistleblowers come forward to help the families of other alleged murdered babies that 
should not be forgotten. For those potential whistleblowers that still have information regarding this cover-up, 
please remember doing the next right and honorable thing will ultimately allow these families to finally heal. 

CNN – Raising America with Kyra Phillips, who is an award-winning reporter, has taken an interest in Genene 
Jones and interviewed Joyce Riley last week in St. Louis, Mo. 
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Books: 
Deadly Medicine – Kelly Moore and Dan Reed
Death Shift by Peter Elkind 


